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Program
 1. Block
 Maps and Geoinformation
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Maps: Geodata as we know it
Murillo Velarde, Pedro,  and De la Cruz, Nicolas..  "Mapa de las yslas 
Philipinas."  Map.  1744.  Norman B. Leventhal Map Center,  
https://collections.leventhalmap.org/search/commonwealth:9s161d40f 
(accessed November 07, 2017). 
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Maps: Geodata as we know it
 a map is a graphic 
representation at a 
certain level of detail, 
which is determined by 
the scale.
 maps have physical 
boundaries
 maps translate real 
world phenomena into 
correct, clear and 
understandable 
abstractions Murillo Velarde, Pedro,  and De la Cruz, Nicolas..  "Mapa de las yslas Philipinas."  Map.  1744.  Norman B. Leventhal Map Center,  https://collections.leventhalmap.org/search/commonwealth:9s161d40f 
(accessed November 07, 2017). 
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Maps: Geodata as we know it
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Maps: Geodata as we know it
 What makes a map?
 Cartography
 descriptive and visual




 location, form 
 symbols, points, lines, 
polygons
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Maps: Geodata as we know it
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Maps: Geodata as we know it
 The abstraction of the 
phenomena are
 entities
 processes of interest
 They can be
 described or named
 georeferenced
 assigned a time/interval at 
which it was present









 Village, river etc.
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 change in time









By NASA Earth Observatory - 
http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/imagegallery/im




By No machine-readable author provided. Mwtoews assumed 
(based on copyright claims). - No machine-readable source 
provided. Own work assumed (based on copyright claims)., 
Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3024482 
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Geometry: Point
 usually a pair of coordinates
 zero dimensions
 always a symbol
 e.g. site, village, town, building
 Special Case
 MultiPoint
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Geometry: Linestring
 at least two points
 one dimension
 length/direction
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Geometry: Polygon
 at least three points
 two dimensions
 perimeter/surface
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Georeference
 Core of Geoinformation
 „place on earth“
 Coordinate Reference System
 Geodatic Datum
 Projection
Von NASA - http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA05547, Gemeinfrei, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1255054 
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Earth as a...
 Geoid
 surface of the same 
effective potential
 the sum of gravitational 
potential energy and 
centrifugal potential 
energy
 best model to describe 
the earths surface‘
By NASA/JPL/University of Texas Center for Space Research. - 
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA12146, Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7612323 
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Earth as an...
 Ellipsoid
 best geometric figure to describe the earth surface
Geoid und Ellipsoide by KaischiB cc-by-sa 2.0, https://www.flickr.com/photos/digidok/13742168574/ 
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Earth as an...
 Ellipsoid
 Latitude | Longitude to 
describe position on 
earth surface
By Mike1024 - Based on en:File:EarthTangentialPlane.png by 
en:User:Raffyl99 (public domain), Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9510652 
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The earth must be flat...
 … to make a map
By Rylem - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=57949147 
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Flat earth is...
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Good Book about all of this?
 Huisman, Otto & de By, Rolf. (2009). Principles of 
geographic information systems : an introductory 
textbook. 
